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Religious clubs to lose school funds
Drew Wood, representative to clubs and
organizations,
said the decision is binding,
Staff Writer
but plans to do more research.
Starting this fall, religious clubs on campus
"We (the board of directors) are going to
will no longer be funded by the Club Senate form a committee to investigate," he said.
because of a recommendation from the ass is- "My feelings are that it's clearly a separationtant attorney general, according to Scott of-church-and-state issue. But we're going to
Drummond, assistant director of student ac- be looking into it further and we're going to
tivities.
get the assistant attorney general to write up
The funds that Club Senate provides are a legal opinion on it."
used for transportation only.
Drummond said the recommendation was
The recommendation, made by Theresa based partially on a 1980 court case in which
Kulik, the assistant attorney general assigned religious clubs at Western Washington Unito Central, will not require cutting off support versity were cut off from all support from the
services, use of meeting rooms or member- university.
ship in the senate, and will not go into effect
An opinion, written later by U.S. District
until this fall, Drummond said.
• Court Judge Donald Voorhees, mentioned

by JONATHAN MODIE

the constitutional law dividing church and
state.
"It's based on information we've been
finding out from other schools," Drummond
said. "It's a separation of church and state.
State funds cannot be used to support religious activity."
"I think it's interesting," Ryan Wasell, a
21-year-old junior business administration
major from Renton, said. "I respect the divisions between church and state and I think
that it's necessary. We have solicited funds
from Club Senate and it has been a great help
in lifting the burden of that cost."
Wasell, a member of Catholic Campus
Ministry, said he believes the recommendation won't affect religious clubs' ability to

take trips, but it will have an affect on their
status in Club Senate.
"The limitation has a weakening effect on
our positions as legitimate clubs," he said. "I
think this decision somewhat restricts our
abilities now. The decision affects all of the
students at Central."
Kulik said she wants religious groups to
still use school facilities, but Constitutional
separation of· church and state says funds
can't be allotted to therp.
"Religious groups are entitled to access of
facilities on campus," Kulik said. "But when
it comes to using state funds, the university
can't provide this for religious purposes.
See Religious clubs page 4

Ticketmaster opens
outlet in Tent-n-Tube
by TOM MACARTHUR
Staff Writer

Last Saturday, CWU became the
first university in the state to open a
Ticketmaster outlet, according to
Student Activities director John
Drinkwater.
The new outlet is located in the
Tent-n-Tube shop at the west entrance of the SUB and is set up to
sell tickets for more than 2,000
sporting, fine arts and entertainment events throughout the Northwest.
Ticketmaster is open from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and from
10 a.m. to noon weekends throughout spring quarter. CWU plans to
extend the summer hours for the
outlet to 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays
and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. weekends.
Junior ROTC groups from around the state participated in a CWU Army ROTC-sponsored competition
Saturday in Nicholson Pavilion. (photo by Christopher Stone)

Possible deans visit Central
by TONY NELSON
Staff Writer

_Applicants for the dean of the
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences position will visit CWU in
the next two weeks.
Dodie Haight, administrative
secretary for the school of professional studies, said the field of 89
applicants has been narrowed to
three finalists.
Jimmie Applegate, dean of the
School of Professional Studies, said
each finalist will meet with a variety of on-campus people including
the screening committee, the deans
of the three schools, the Faculty
Senate executive committee and the
provost.
Applegate said each will attend
a faculty board meeting for the
department which he or she will be
associated with.
There will also be an informal
interview session for each of the

Don Cummings, interim dean of
the College. of Letters, Arts and
Sciences. (Observer photo)
finalists in the SUB 208. Applegate
said CWU faculty, staff and students may attend the sessions.
Two of the finalists are associated with their schools' Colleges of

Natural Science.
Kolf Jayaweera is the dean at
the University of Alaska-Fairbanks
and has a doctorate in physics from
the University of London.
Sharon Zablotney is an associate dean at Michigan State University and has a doctorate in microbiology from the University of Washington.
Zablotney will be on campus
today andJayaweera will arrive May
9. Both of their informal interview
sessions will be held at 3:15 p.m.
Karen Boubel has a doctorate in
music from the University of Wisconsin and is the acting dean of the
College of Arts at the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater. Boubel will
visit CWU Monday, with an informal interview session at 3:30 p.m.
"If things go well, and they are
well received by the College of
Letters, Arts and Sciences and the
See Finalists page 5

Central' s Ticketmaster will be
the exclusive Ellensburg outlet for
tickets to all events at the Yakima
Sundome, the Yakima State Fair
and various shows at the Champs de
Brionne Winery.
The opening of the new Ticketmaster ~oi nc ided with the release of
tickets for the Champs de Brionne
1990 summer concert series,
Drinkwater said.
"Ticketmaster attaches a convenience charge, ranging from $1 to $3
on every ticket sold," Drinkwater
said. "CWU recreation will receive
25 percent of the convenience
charge revenues from sales at the
shop."
"We have signed a three-year
contract with Ticketmaster to proSee Ticketmaster page 4
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Speeding driver arrested for DWI
A patrol unit followed a
white Camaro that was allegedly speeding eastbound on
Eighth Avenue early Sunday
morning, a report said. The
officer estimated the vehicle's
speed at about 50 mph.
When the vehicle pulled
over, the officer smelled the
strong odor of intoxicants
coming from the car and gave
the driver a field sobriety test,
the report said. The officer said
the subject's balance was satisfactory but he was unable to
follow the officer's instructions.
The report said the subject
was arrested for suspicion of
driving under the influence of
alcohol and was transported to
the Kittitas County Sheriff's
Office.
An officer on foot patrol late

contained money and a 35mm
Kodak instamatic camera.

CAMPUS COPS
by JONATHAN MODIE
Thursday evening observed a
group of several males struggling
to control one of their friends
outside Student Village Apartments, a police report said.
When approached by the
police, one of the subjects said
they were dragging their extremely intoxicated friend back to
his residence, the report said. The
officer told them to get the subject
home as soon as possible.
Meanwhile, another officer was
investigating a possible harassment occurrence at StephensWhitney Hall, a police report said.
One of the Living Group Advisors

Staff Writer

reported that an intoxicated male
was causing trouble with one of
the residents.
The report said the intoxicated
subject repeatedly entered his
neighbor's room, making racial
slurs about the occupant's ·
girlfriend. The occupant told
police he did not wish to press
charges.
A first-floor bathroom in Hertz
Hall was the site of a theft
Saturday afternoon, a police
report said. A girl reported that
she left her purse in the room and
returned to find it missing.
The report said the purse

Police assisted a male injured
in a intramural softball game
last Wednesday afternoon and
transported him to Kittitas
Valley Community Hospital, a
police report said.
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Students who have received degrees from summer quarter 1989
through spring quarter 1990 are
eligible to participate in commencement exercises scheduled for June
9.
Ceremonies will begin at 10 a.m.
and run for approximately two
hours. A June 8 rehearsal is mandatory for all participants.
A cap and gown form must be
submitted to the University Bookstore prior to May 15 in order to be
eligible for commencement.
Extended degree center students
who intend to participate in ceremonies need to notify their center
prior to May 15, and arrange for cap
and gown reservations through the
center.
Further details regarding oncampus commencement will be
mailed the last week of May to all
students who have submitted a cap
and gown form to the University
Store.
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Sam Garrett -

Police pursued a vehicle that
failed to obey a stop sign at the
exit of the I-15 parking lot on
Chestnut A venue on Thursday
evening, a report said.
The report said the officer
paced the subject at 11 mph
over the speed limit and
signaled him to pull over. After
checking the subject's background, the officer found that
the driver had an outstanding
warrant in Yakima and transported him to the Kittitas
County Jail

Requirements set
for June 9
commencement

.., 1111derstand, dear. }(m µot" ·"J>ffi<1/ ..1mft'lll price
on tlw l'S/2 .... Ami you 'rf' 1d1at'! Snuli11µ mom:y
home! Hang 011, I'll get yourfntlwr."

Reason

up to 40% off
Mother's Day is coming

- car care products still on sale-while supplies last-

Ken's Auto Washes
10th & Alder - 21 O S. Main

r-------------------,
BE A PLASMA DONOR

How're you going to do it?
Give your parents a pleasant surprise. Tell them how much you saved

~t:?i~~~ ~~~;~rsonal Systcm/2® and IBM

EARN UP TO $106 A MONTH

paymg for your PS/2 even easier.*
Let us show you how easy it is to own and use a PS/2.
It comes with easy-to-usc-, preloaded software, IBM
Mouse and color graphics.
You'll see how quickly you can turn out reports, term
papers and sparkling graphics that could give your professors a pleasant surprise, too.

New donors and old donors earn $25 for 2 visits.
That's a $5 bonus. It's a two-way street. You
help us meet the plasma needs of the
sick and injured and we'll help

Alphi

earn extra in~m:.

THERAPEUTIC CORPORATION

d

Special Discounted Prices Available
to Faculty, Students & Staff!

___________________ .,,

6

·This olter is available only toquahf1ed students. faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's throughpar11c1pating campus outlets Orders are subiect to
awadabthty. Pnces are sub1ect 10 change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice
.. tBM. Personal System/2 . and PS/2 are registered trademarks ot ln1ernat1ona1 Business Machines Corporauon
•Propr1nter is a tfademark ot lnternatt<>nal Business Machines Corpora11on

• IBM Corpo1a11on 1990

'

12 1t •

962-5274

26 S. 2nd St., Yakima, 457-7878
Hours: 7 a.m. - 3 p.m. Tuesday - Saturday
*An old donor is one who has not donated for 90 days.

e

CWU Campus Contact:
Pete McGuire

BRING AD FOR
NEW DONOR
BONUS!

\..

Proprintcr'w withpthc
~pts·cial

~hat~ more, the IBM PS/2~ Loan for Learning makes
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Advertising clubs design new magazines
Central' s Ad Club participated in
the American Advertising Federation District 11 competition last
weekend.
This year, AAF and Hearst, the
corporate sponsor, required clubs
to create and title a monthly magazine for any audience.
Clubs composed a 12-page prototype of the first issue, proposed a
one-year advertising/marketing
plan, a three-year business plan and
the magazine's entire editorial plan.
Plans books and prototypes sent
to judges two weeks before the
competition were half the score.
Friday's competition consisted of
a 20-minute presentation of the campaign and a I 0-minute questionanswer session with the judges.
"This particular project was a
challenge because we not only
designed the advertising campaign,
but we designed the product," CWU
Ad Club President Nicola Robbennolt said.
Only the top four teams were
announced at the end of the competition. Since Central was not among
them, its scores were not known at

presstime.
However, Alan Taylor, faculty
adviser for Central' s ad club, said
scores from first place to last were
within I 00 points of each other (off
a 1,000-point scale). Taylor said he
would probably receive team scores
within the next week.
The University of Montana won
the competition with their proposal
of"The Divide," a magazine about
the western region of the United
States. In second place was Washington State University's magazine
about "Today's Dad." The Universities of Idaho and Oregon placed
third and fourth, respectively.
Other magazines included one for
racial minorities, one published
entirely in Spanish, one for senior
citizens and one for baby boomers.
Central's team presented a plan
for a new college-age magazine
called "Rage." Presentation team
member Loma Jackson said the
mazazine's name came from a
contraction of the phrase "our age,"
and was chosen for its exciting tone.
Other team members were Eric
Zackula, who devised and proposed

the publication's business plan; Ken
Gaer, who presented the advertising strategy with Jackson; Renee
Ricketts, who described the
magazine's editorial content; and
Larry Bures, who produced and ran
the audio and visual effects during
the presentation.
Robbennolt went to the convention but was ineligible to compete

than in any other class," Robbennolt, who will graduate in June with
a public relations major and advertising minor, said.
Club members unable to attend
the convention include Kathleen
Brown, Colleen O'Conner, Wendy
Myott, Tami Ingle, Denise Willette,
Stacey Harrison, Tony Willard and
David Dunniway.

The Conference Center is now accepting applications for
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Application forms are available at The Conference Center office, Courson Hall,
during regular office hours, 8 a.m. - 12 noon and 1 - 5 p.m. Closing date for returning
applications is Friday, May 11, 1990, at 5 p.m. These temporary positions are expected
to begin Jun~ 9 and terminate August 31, 1990.
CONFERENCE HOST

CAMP COUNSELOR

Applicant must be a CWU student and
have a valid Washington State driver's
license. Must be available for work at
all times, except class time, including
evenings, weekends, and holidays.

Leadership seminar planned
A one-hour seminar on the topic
ofleadership is scheduled for4 p.m.
today in the Mary Grupe Conference Center.
Drew Wood, representative to
clubs and organizations, will lead
the workshop, entitled "Transition
of Power." The seminar is open to
the public, said Scott Drummond,
assistant director of student activities.
The main focus is to explain how
Club Senate operates. Drummond

because she had participated the
two years allowed. She said those
who could afford the $95 registration fee for the convention could
attend a seminar on how to get a job
in advertising, as well as meet professionals and listen to guest speakers.
"You learn more about building
an advertising campaign in Ad Club

Salary: Hosts are compensated with
room and meals.

said he will hold a leadership seminar of his own, but he does not yet
know when.

.
Applicant must be a CWU student and
available for work at all times except
class time. A valid Washington State
d~iver's license is required. Work
schedule is determined by number of
youth camps staying at CWU.
Salary: $160 per week pl.us room and
board will be paid during weeks
worked as a camp counselor.

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

JF AIRM JFIRESH
Dairy

Dr. Maynard Linder

Dr. Sandy Linder

Dr. Myron Linder

Largest Chiropractic center in
Kittitas County
Emergency care available
Chiropractic care for sport related injuries

MILK
You can find Winegar Milk at these locations:

RESUMES,
REPORTS,
MAIL-MERGE LETTERS.
Call Iris, THE OFFICE ASSIST ANT at 925-6872.

CRUISE LINE OPENINGS
HIRING NOW!!
Year round & summer jobs available, $300$600 per week. Stewards. Social Directors,
Tour Guides, Gift shop cashiers, etc. Both
skilled and unskilled people needed. Call

* 7-Eleven

-* Super 1 Foods

*Deposit
on
bottles

WINIGAH
fAMllY DAIRY

419 W. 15th Ave.

* Albertsons
*Johnny's
Serve-U

located next to campus

925-1821

962-2570
1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg

Located 6 blocks west of campus

Store Hours: 11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

(719) 687-6662

El Capo r a I

MAURICES
116 E. 4th
925-9350

A family Mexican Restaurant
P-ib~nr:.:am

"I

,.IN,.··;

- Now Carries -

Men's Clothing

VVU.li'.

..

Come celebrate with the
experts. At El Caporal we
know how to throw a party!

Live Mariachi Band
"Los Caporales"
5:30-Spm May 6th only
·*Gotcha*

Enjoy all weekend ..•
Balloon Surprises!

I Women's

Isw1msu1ts·
.
. ·&
1

I. dresses.
I
I 20%

off

Cucaracha
(Slammers)
$2.00
El Caporal # 1
424 South Main
North Bend
(206) 888-2048

Grande
Margaritas
16oz $2.50
(original only)

All Mexican Beer

$1.75
Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 11-10
Fri.-Sat. 11-10:30
Sunday Noon-10

You'll have a .Blast !!
El Caporal #2
201w8th
Ellensburg
(509) 962-5228
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~~!fsi~~~f~~h Bicycles 'easy targets' for thieves
Continued from page 1

locks, some of which can be unlocked with a hammer blow. Others
Staff Writer
That's pretty much consistent proare cut with wire cutters.
cedure throughout all the universiIn five days, a dozen bicycles
He said the best locks are the Uties across the state."
were stolen from outside .campus shaped locks, if they are used prop"Some of the activities are non- ·
buildings.
erly.
religious activities," Wasell said.
The bicycles, nine of which were
"They're great locks, but people
"They're club-related, but they're
mountain bikes, were stolen be- just are not using them correctly,"
not necessarily religious."
tween April 22 and April 26. Cam- Rittereiser said. "Many people lo_c k
Kulik said the issue is not a new
pus police Sgt. Steve Rittereiser the bike to itself, which allows the
one; Central officials just haven't
said total loss was estimated at whole bike to be taken to a place
had to deal with it in the past. Now $3,510.
· where the lock is removed without
they want to abide by ConstituRittereiser said students need to risk of the thiefbeing seen or heard."
tional law whereas in the past, it
increase their awareness of the fre"Ifl can give any sort of advice,"
never came up.
quency of bikes being stolen and of Rittereiser said, "lock ym,ir bike to
"Central has been outside the security measures.
something solid. It tells the thief to
circle when it comes to the religious
"They're getting ripped off be- leave your bike alone and it makes
issue," Kulik said. "The issue just cause they 're an easy mark," he (ittake) more time for the bike to be
hasn't surfaced. You can argue said. "Someofthemhadnolocking stolen, which hopefully will allow
constitutional faw for hours and mechanism used at all."
someone to observe the theft."
hours, but the approach the univerRittereiser said another problem
Rittereiser said he does not know
sity is taking is the reas'Onable and
is many bikes are locked with cheap who is stealing the bicycles or how
accepted approach.
"Taxpayers ... have very strong
feelings that the Constitution be
abided by. You need to recognize
religious groups just as you recognize other groups. But you just can't
support it. We don't want to inhibit
them. We don't want to kick them
off campus."
"We'll explore the issue and try
to determine if there is any recourse
in the decisions," Wassell said.

by JONATHAN MODIE

IF YOU WANT
ASLIM, SEXY
BODY, HERE
AREA FEW
HOT NUMBERS.

Ticketmaster.
opens in SUB
Continued from page 1
vide the service to Central students,
employees and the Ellensburg
community,"hesaid. "Ifwemakea
profit, the money will be used to
supplement CWU recreations-outdoor programming for students."
The major advantage of a local
Ticketmaster outlet, according to
Drinkwater, is that when tickets for
a show are put on the system all
around the state, people ·in
Ellensburg will have the same opportunity to get good seats as anyone else, Drinkwater said.
University officials are discussing the possibility of putting tickets
to CWU events on the region-wide
system. Those tickets would be sold
locally without the added "convenience charge."

962-6607 962-6607 962-6607
Your Diet Center Your Diet Center Your Diet Center

962-6607 962-6607 962-6607

Marital customs examined
speak at 4 p.m. i!1 Michaelsen Hall
221.
Fisher will describe the evolution
of marriage, family customs and
laws from the beginning of the
medieval world until the collision
of the Romans, barbarians and
Christians.

Visiting scholar Anita Beetham
Fisher will discuss marriage and
family customs in the Middle Ages
at a presentation next Thursday.
Fisher, who has a doctorate in
history and works with the
Chautauqu·a Program of the Oregon
Committee for the Humanities, will

Phone: (509) 925· 1000

t>ffice Hours By Appointment

WILLIAM R. MEYER, O.D., P.S.
Doctor of Optometry

VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
CONTACT LENSES

511 N. Pine Street
EI_Iensburg, WA 98926
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ALL SPEEDO SWIMWEAR
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The weight-loss professionals®

to·snnwner Joh10. Ura-!" 38039, Colorado
Sprlnq•. Colorado. 809J7

© 1990 Dlet Center, Inc. Speed of weight loss varies with individual.
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Planned
Parenthood

GERRY'S
®

NOW IN 'ELLENSBURG
*Low Cost Birth Control
*Pregnancy Testing

process or taking the bicycles for
simple transportation and leaving
them someplace to be found later.
"The bottom line is that we're
continuing to investigate," Rittereiser said. "Bike thefts are very difficult to solve. You have to catch the
(thief) in progress, and that's why
we need people to be more attentive. It doesn't take long to steal a
bicycle."

105 E. 4th

SUM.MER JOBS
OVP.r 50. ono !llltt...,,r Jnh 01.,.ntnnfl

the bicycles are being stolen, but
said police have been investigating.
"We could have a group of people
that either live in town or on campus and are taking the bicycles back
to major cities and selling them,'~ he
said. "It does happen and we know
it happened last year."
He said some people may be stealing the bicycles for fun while acquiring a valuable bicycle in the

*Annual Exams
*Counseling

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
300 S. Main in Kittitp.s - 968-4466

Manager Harry Waterman
If your FOREIGN HEEP won't beep
OR your RIDE won't glide,

we've got the piece you need!!!

*Screening and Treatment for Sexually
Transmitted Diseases

SPECIALS

'

*Any Battery $18.50

Fees are_based on your income

* Set of four tires only $100
13 inch - 165 or 175 series

CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT

312 North Pine

925-7113

CALL US TODAY
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Comstock .steps down as dean of graduate studies
updergraduate studies. The committee
is selected by the provost,
Staff Writer
Dr. Robert Edington, vice president
After serving more than 20 years of academic affairs.
The committee has the responsias Central's dean of graduate studies, Dr. Dale Comstock is stepping bility of searching for the applidown and returning to teaching in cants and then screening them.
When a finalist arrives, the comhis discipline: mathematics.
Approximately 80 applicants mittee then serves as host to that
responded to the opening. Of the 80 individual.
As of April 28, two of the finalapplicants, Central' s search and
screening committee has narrowed ists have been brought to Central. It
the list down to five finalists.
has not yet been determined whether
The screening committee is a the remaining finalists will be
group of faculty and staff chaired brought to the campus.
by Dr. Donald Schliesman, dean of
"If an applicant is invited to the

by TOM MACARTHUR

campus for interviews, that means
the person comes to the campus and
provides an opportunity for faculty
and others to become acquainted
with that person," Schliesman said.
The applicant meets with · the
faculty and executive department
heads throughout the university,
with related faculty and staff, and
extensively with the department
chair in his or her discipline. Each

provost," Applegate said, "I assume
that a job offer would be conducted
within a couple of weeks."
The decision, however, rests
with the university's administration.
Haight said Central officials
attempted to fill the position last

who makes the final decision.
"The final decision is based upon
how well the candidate is able to
meet and fulfill, in the judgement of
those who are making the appointment, the functions and responsibilities (of the position)," Schliesman said.
The responsibilities of the new
dean of graduate studies start September 15.

THE OIE &OILY
BUZZARD® IS NOW

Dean finalists visit CWU
Continued from page 1

"interviewer" in the process fills
otit an <?Valuation which is returned
to the committee.
The committee reviews the evaluations then submits its choice for
the position to the provost. The
provost must then approve the
applicant an.d make the recommendation to CWU President Donald
Garrity. He will then submit the
applicant to the board of trustees,

BEllERTHAN·MRI

year but the search came up short of
its expectations. Don Cummings,
a CWU English professor, has been
serving as the interim dean.
Cummings said he will resume
his position as director of the Academic Skills Center and as an English professor when the final decision is made..

Try our 16 oz.
Blizzard® flavor
treat.
·
It's on sale .

$1.39
thru May 30
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WE TREAT YOU RIGHT'
both locations

Drnry Queen' stores ore proud sponsors of the Childrer ·s Miracle Network
Teleth o n which benefits local hospitals for children
c AM D Q Corp 11989

* THESIS *
Special Package Deal
Very Reasonable Rate PLUS

FREE photocopying on 100% Cotton Paper

11

Registered Trademark AMO Q Corp

is sing-Person*

VALLEY SECRETARIAL SERVICES
925-9225

,

*Please call for prices
222 East 4th

':jf,11}:

Small Nachos

·;~i,(\1 h
Eighth & Main

Tenth St.

\:Jt

Campus U-Tote-Em
Campus
Burger Basket
(Bacon/ Cheese)

reg. $3.90

J,·J.Df@Wiih?iiJ'i{i/,~'()\.\. •

"iff

Your parents and relatives miss you,
your friends miss you, your neighbor
misses you, hey, even your dog Toto
misses you. Why? I don't know, but for
some reason they do. I know. They told
me. So why not let 'em all know you're
alive and well by sending them a nice,
casual; natural looking portrait of
yourself taken on campus, in your
favorite duds, looking real and looking
real good. It might even start to make
up for all those cards and letters you
mean't to send but somehow never quite

Good 4, 5, & 6th of May ·

Now Open Sundays

MAcW6~~f~PH01i

206 E. 4th Ave.

Euclid Way
(next to bowling alley)

·925-1600

Ellensburg

962-9500
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Foundation scholarship
applications due tomorrow

Central students role play world politics
West in Ontario, Calif.
Rex Wirth, associate professor of
political science, and 26 students
left Central April 18 and arrived the
next day.
Students worked in 10 separate
committees, discussing issues such
as Antarctica, nuclear free zones,
chemical weapons, peaceful uses of
outer space and the impact of external debt.

by J.R. WALKER
Staff Writer

faculty recommendation.
Central students recently played
•Four scholarships of $1,500 for
Staff Writer
unmarried female students with one the role of international diplomats
The deadline to apply for more of a list of majors, a 3.65 GPA, and politicians in a simulation of
than $9,550 in scholarships is to- faculty.recommendation and finan- the United Nations.
morrow. Requirements range from cial need.
They represented Poland, Argenethnic origin to grade point average
•One scholarship of $150 for an tina and the African National Conto financial need. The scholarships, art education major planning to ference at the 40th Annual Session
of the Model United Nations Far
administered by the CWU Founda- . teach.
tion, consist of:
•A $300 scholarship for students
•Two awards of $750 for upper- of Norwegian descent studying any
divisionindustria1artsmajorswith oneota1istofmajors,a3.oaverage,
strong leadership skills.
financial need and faculty recom•A two-year, full-tuition-and-fees mendation.
· Central's Air Force ROTC deliterature/science scholarship foran
Students interested in foundation tachment 895 took top fitness honundergraduate with a double major scholarships may contact Unives- ors in this year's nationwide physior minor in literature and a science, ity Relations in Bouillon Hall room cal fitness contest ·
a 3.0 grade point average and a 214 for more information.
The cadets, who scored an aver~--------------------------. age of 410 points out of a possible
500, rated higher than participants
from other universities around the
country. Cornell University took
second with 394 points.
May 8 - South Kitsap district
School district and campus inThe officers and enlisted cadre
terviews (sign-up posted two (all subject/all grades)
also took first place with a score of
May 11 - U.S. Defense Contract 308. Behind CWU was Oregon State
weeks in advance of campus visit):
May 3 - Secret Harbor district Audit Agency. Acct. majors, min University with 300 points.
(industrial arts, math and SPED) 2.9 GPA. Auditor trainees.
Central' s top-scoring cadets inSummer camp jobs: Cainp Four
PortlandN ancouver.
clude: Yvonne Calhoun, 500 points;
May 4 - Zycon. Ind. Suprv. and Echoes at Lake Coeur D'Alene.
mfg. engr. tech majors. tech train- Tomorrow, Camp .Four Echoes
will have a rep. on campus to
ing program.
interview.
Interview schedule is
Auburn district (all
posted
at
CP&PC.
subjects/all grades)

by JONATHAN MODIE

A•lf F Orce RQTC Cade t S

CP&PC News-

Committees met from 9 a.In. until
as late as 10 p.m., discussing .and
voting on proposals. Additional
nightly gatherings provided delegates opportunities to caucus.
Issues that were not resolved will
be brought up at next year's conference.
Central students have taken part
in the Model U.N. conference since
it began four years ago.

• f •tness awardS

Wlll 1

Jack Miller, 491 points; Robert
Ellison, 484; Troy Holland, 477;
and Steven Blair, 476.
The national contest, which con-

sists of pull-ups, sit-ups, a standing
long jump and a 600-yard run, must
be completed in 15 minutes.

Grad's table set for June 3
Central' s third annual graduation
sponsored by the Minority
Leaders Council, is scheduled for
Jurie 3.
Minority Admissions CounselorRobin MacAlpine said Dionne
Long, who will sing at the 1990
Goodwill Games, will perform.
Israel David Mendoza, the highdinner~

est ranking Hispanic state official is
the keynote speaker.
MacAlpine said the dinner is arranged through the SUB dining
services. A social hour will begin at
3 p.m. followed by dinner at 4 p.m.
Tickets will be available in the
SUB information booth and from
fyiinority Leaders Council members.

TRY

OUR NEW
PEPPERONI
PIZZA FEAST
FOR $8.99 ·

If you 're an achiever. you can
go a long way FAST at
Northwestern Mutual Life. In
fact. wirh our college
internship program, you can
get a head start on your career
while you're still in school.
You'll have the freedom to set
your own hours and your own
pace.and get paid for your
productivity. At the sarrre time.
you'll receive extensive training
and gain valuable experience
to help you after you graduate.
Call soon to get your career off
to the best start possible.

call - Dick Watters
(509) 457-1660

LOADED WITH CHEESE AND EXTRA PEPPERONI.
BUY NOW AND GET ANOTHER FOR JUST $4.00 MORE.

~1mi~m
The Quiet Company•

II©·

o 1988 The Northwestern Mutu~ life
lnsur1nce Co., Milwaukee, WI

ITS TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~

- You Buy The CardW e '11 Pay the Postage!!

Call Us! 925-6941
Hours: 11 :00 am-1 am Sun-Thurs.

11 am-2 am Fri., Sat.

OPEN FOR LUNCH EVERY DAV
Oei.veri '""

~rritt(

:c onsure S>fe drivino. 01990 ()om;no's Pim. Inc

--PEPPER0Ni·----~·~
PIZZA FEAST

LuNcH-SPECiAL___ ,
$4.47 plus tax

$8.99 plus ~a~

1
~=

:

Cards and gifts for every mom

1

25¢ Stamp FREE

I
I

1
1
I

Any medium original style pizza
Try ou_r new pepperom Pizza Feast 1 with one topping ordered between
(any size) For Only $8.99 and get
I 11 am and 4 pm. Additional topany other 2 topping pizza for $4.00 : ;lings .75¢.
L.1m1"t4 pizzas
.
Expires.
. .
·
Expires: more.•I Limit 4 pizzas
·

Bl

per coupon
: ® 6/10/90
v..., at ponio~flnq sta<tS only NOi vai;o .,;u, ""I other alter Pnces may ""I Custo~ ~ts
wes 1U where >llClic>blt. OetNery areas lilriled to onsure S>le drivinQ. Our dri>ers c•rr,
nwi 520.00. Ovr a""'rs are not f)e1l.ii2!d tor tote dmenes

'e<S

I

I

I
I

MIJ

per coupon

:

®

6/10/90

V.'<l ii partioi)itino startt only. Not val!O with •ny oUlef olftr. Pnces may va(y. CuSlomer pays
sa'<S t., wt>trt af)l)li<;able. OeliYefy areas inwted to tnsure sate OrM19 . Our On.trs carri iess
!Nn 52000 Our an..rs are not pen•llled t0< late de!Mries.

-LAiE-N1aH~-----~._ ----FREE·--------~

with every Mother's Day card purchased

6-PACK OF COKE®

Good 10pm-2am
$7.00 plus tax
:
•
I
I
:

II
I

Medium size, original style 2topping pizza plus 2 cokes.
Limit 4 pizzas
per coupon

Dfl

mm®

Nol....,"""

:
1
I
I
:

Expires:
6/10/90

~~

V>IOI at IM·J(JpatjnQ Sla<tS only.
iny other olftr. Pnces moy vari Custon'CI'
..its 1U - e af>Pll(>ble. OelMry "ell ilT'iled to ensure s.>le OrivinQ Ou< d<Mrs urri iess
than $2000. Ovr Onytrs lie not i>W>lutO lor 1>1• Ocllvenes

~

I
I

With purchase of any pan pizza
:
-~-·
Limit 4 pizzas
per coupon

ill~

-

all

mm®

Expires:
6/10/90

~"'"I·

'laloO
stores onty. NOi vallO With arry Olhor otter. Pncn
Customer pays
S>'<S 1U """e a()l)locablt. OetMry are1s irrwted to enSU<e ..re driw>Q . Our drivers urri t•:s•
than $2000. Our anms are not peo>lottd fO< late deliveries
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TicketMaster

...·· ..·.·
mstalled at the Tent-n· ;: ·~:.
... ··:c:,~. ·>···. Tube and you are able to get
·;.:,:,. "::: .. ==<...>......... great seats to all the best entertain'·:~~;::~:·.·.=· ··•· ment events without a long drive to Seattle or Yakima. Now you can get the best
seats in the house and never leave home. Even better, TicketMaster will allow you to get the best that the Pacific Northwest has to offer in entertainament, sporting events, concerts,
shows, you name it - TicketMaster will have it.

Please don't lock
your bike to the
handrails arourid
campus. It
makes it hard for
others to get around and can
even endanger their s~fety.

I'm not going to tell you again, Clean ,up your room!
Parents' weekend is really coming and your mom and dad are really going to come and see your
room. So clean it up so your mom doesn't get the vapors when she sees how you really live.
After all, it's okay to let them live with their illusions. So get to it 'cause you don't know, we
might even come over and check!

A highlight of Parents' Weekendl990 is comic
extraordinaire Mike Neun.
Mike Neun has laughed it up with Letterman, Leno and Loretta Lynn.
His nonstop act is one you can't affort to miss. Your mom and dad can
get advance tickets by ordering them when they register for Parents
Weekend. Don't miss it!

Thursday May 3, 1990

Opinions
University should provide services, not headaches
Why does this university, which
possesses advanced technology in
many areas and has more than 6,000
students, provide only four sporadically-maintained typewriters for the
entire student population to use?
Some might answer that Central
provides many microcomputers
which are superior to the obsolete
IBM typewriters. And this is the
computer age, right?
This is true, but what about all of
the documents which must be typed,
for example application forms,
placement center forms and credit
approval forms. A microcomputer is
relatively useless in this area.
Another consideration is computer
literacy. Although this is the computer age, not everyone knows how
to use the programs available.
In addition to these factors, there
is the concept of money. Central' s
four typewriters are provided as part
of the services offered by the
library.
These services are included in the
price of tuition. The computers,
however, require a $12 "computer
use fee."

/.

This price may seem slight to
some, but it can be the price two or
three meals.
Others may say, "everyone has a
typewriter or can at least borrow
one." This isn't true. Typewriters
are expensive and some people may
not want to impose on their friends.
In addition to the low number of
typewriters provided, the machines

sand on updated typewriters for the
entire student body.
There seems to be a problem with
deciding on priorities, obviously a
common problem with the current
administration.
Not only would modem equipment serve the students better, it
will also cut down on repair time,
and save students valuable time.
All CWU students are required to
write papers at some time during
their college careers. Most faculty
members require those papers to be
typed.
Doesn't it then follow that the
university should provide, as an
instrument of the class, a way to
type those p·apers?
Illustration by Brendan Stowell
Not everyone received a typeseldom do an adequate job, if they
writer for graduation, and some
function at all. The typewriters are a students are more interested in
service, so why aren't they maingraduating from college in four
tained as well as other campus
years than spending t1:1ition money
services?
on a typewriter or a computer.
The university can spare more
Since the university has already
than $9,000 from the general fund
decided to offer this service to its
to pay back financial aid monies
students, it should commit itself to
falsely awarded to a select group,
this service by providing and mainbut is unable to spend a few thoutaining contemporary equipment.

Letters

Letters to the Editor
Campus cops make
sure that minors are
bored - even when
having 'clean' fun
To the Editor:
Concerning the great majority of students
that fall into ,the "minor" category, I wish to
elaborate on causation for campus police
policy on making sure that us minors are
absolutely bored.
SUB dances, movies and video games may
be great for those easily entertained students,
but what about us minors that crave excitement that falls into the fun category. Campus
police insures that the latter group of students
fail in any attempt to have fun.
Off-campus gatherings that attract more
that five vehicles are busted similarly to drug
kingpins in Columbia .... This leads me to
believe that CWU is actually a training center
for police boys ...
"Freeze, campus police." This statement is
used whenever someone tries to walk to their
car following the big bust. This statement
gives the police boys good practice for future
drug busts when it is actually necessary to
shout such a phrase.
The MIP is the most. widely used training
procedure because of its obvious similarity to
Murder One. This allows a policeman to
recreate what it would actually be like to bust
someone that actually did something that is
absolutely intolerable by society's standards.
"I will be back in 20 minutes and if the
party isn't cleared out I will throw every last
one of you losers in jail." This statement is

often used when the police .actually have an than our own Dean Nicholson.
incident that warrants attention and are too
pressed for time ....
Signed,
Perhaps campus police should practice their
Catherine Sands
nifty crime-fighting skills in ways that would
salvage mutual respect between students and
police. College students are usually in search
of the ultimate good time ... Relations could
be a lot better if police officers treated everyone as an individual and remembered at the
same time that most students would like to be To the Editor:
treated like humans rather than criminals.
In reference to the drug and alcohol survey
Signed, that we have been subjected to in the past few
15th and Okanogan days, I would like to say a few quick words.
I did not come to this university to participate
in mindless, inaccurate surveys. I am not
paying hard-earned money to waste valuable
class time to fill in dots on a piece of paper
that will never benefit me in any way. If an

Drug survey 'wastes'
students' valuable time

Class of 1990 should
ask Nicholson to speak
To the Editor:

I was saddened to learn that the graduating
class of 1990 was not to have a send-off Commencement speaker. I was not delighted to
read that President Garrity is not seeking
another.
I propose that the graduating class of 1990
invite one of their own, one of our past Distinguished Professors to give the commencement address. I suggest that this be the man
who has dedicated all of his energies to CWU,
one who put this institution on the map, one
who gave students a break and saved many
from less desirable lives. Strong men are
gentle men. The person I have in mind is such
a man. This professor will be able to address
the graduating class, alumni, parent~ and
faculty about dedication, profes~onalism and
the destructive powers of bureaucracy. He
has lived and experienced it to the full, he has
survived it.
That Distinguished Professor is no less

agency or group wishes to help those students
with adrug or alcohol problem, I don't mind.
More power.to them. Offer programs to help
such students bring an end to those problems
and leave it at that. If an individual feels he/
she has a problem, they will seek help. If that
individual has friends that care about his/her
health, those friends will .e ncourage that individual to seek help. This is the most that can
be done without wasting the time of those
who do not have a problem with alcohol or
drugs. Unless, perhaps, the agency or group
is willing to pay each student for each minute
of class time wasted. Again, I did not come
here, and pay tuition, to participate in a survey that will inevitably provide inaccurate
results and will waste class time.

Signed,
Stuart Whitmore

nutri/system
weight loss centers

SHE'S THE MOTHER OF rrHE YEAR
3

Weeks
for

i

"With Nutri/~em
156 lbs. came off!'

\
.···.·::{::;:.

\

·.

The NUTRl/SYSTEM(oJ Weight Loss Program helped John Francisco
reach his weight loss goal.

··=:::::::;;.;:::/•'

Our comprehensive program works because it includes:
• Personalized Weight Loss
Profile'· to identify your
personal weight loss
problem.

• A variety of delicious
Nu System Cuisine·;
meals and snacks.

• Behavior Breakthrough'·
Program for long-term
success.

• Nutrition and Behavior
counseling.

Don't Wait, Call today.
Our cltent.
John Francisco.
losr 156 lbs

We Succeed Where Diets Fail You.'R/
~

..

(1

~

Offer Expires

Moy 4, 1990

nutri/system
weight loss centers

1-800-321-THIN
HOURS: Monday 9 am-7 pm
WednesdaJ 9 am -7 pm
Friday 9 am-1 pm

'•·

CALL
TODAY!

962-2446
•Special offer includes professional services but
does not include the cost of NURTI SYSTEM
foods . maintenance and cannot be combined
with other ofle" os people vory so does their
rote of weight loss Vol1d only with the purchase
of o new program ot o port1c1pot1ng cente• One
discount per person

4QO North Sp,rague
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Scene
New Holmes manager carves his niche on campus
cultural foods, which students
wouldn't normally eat unless they
had traveled extensively.
Some have considered him one
In addition to being the new
of
the best ice carvers in the United
manager of Holmes Dining Hall,
States,
Fowler said.
Kent Fowler has also been considHe
said
he was attracted to ice
ered one of the best ice carvers in
carving
because
of his interest and
the United States.
artistic
ability.
His
carvings have
Fowler, who began work at Cenearned
him
two
medals
for first
tral two months ago, became a cerplace
in
American
Culinary
Fedtified master chef in Louisiana and
has worked in the culinary field for eration contests.
In January 1986, Fowler carved a
25 years.
Fowler said he has worked from three-story high Statue of Liberty
Miami to Seattle opening hotels and at the Crested Butte Mountain
hiring staff. He has worked at or- Resort as part of a "Ski For Liberty"
ganizations such as The Sugarhouse celebration aimed at raising funds
Park Suite Hotel in New Orleans, for the renovation of the Statue of
the Seattle Hilton, the Radisson Liberty in New York. Fowler said
Hotel in Richmond, Ind., and the his statue required 24 tons of ice
and 300 hours of labor.
Sioux City Hilton Inn, Iowa.
Fowler said an average ice carvFowler said he is in a period of
transition where he is trying to ad- ing begins with a 300-pound block
just to a more personalized service. of ice and takes him a maximum of
"We feed the same people every 1 1/2 hours. He has already comday," he said. "You get to know the · pleted several such carvings at
faces. It's like .being a daddy for Central, with another to be carved
at a student barbecue today at 5
students."
Fowler said he wants to incorpo- p.m. outside on the lawn between
rate a larger variety in the menus at Stephens-Whitney and Wilson
Holmes. An example of this is more Halls

by GINGER EHRHARDT
Staff Writer

Holmes Dining Hall manager Kent Fowler approaches a block of ice as an artisan. (photo by Karin Olsen)

World-renowned
photographer to visit
Central tomorrow

Local music report

Photographer Marsha Bums
Bums is also the winner of a 1988
photography fellowship from the
will visit Central tomorrow to
National 'Endowment for the Arts.
deliver a lecture and slide show at
Her recent exhibit at the Chi7:30 p.m. in Randall 118.
cago Public Library Cultural CenBurns, a resident of Seattle, is
ter was described by Chicago Tribknown for her commercial and
une art critic Catherine Reeve as
artistic photography. Her work
has been exhibited in Japan and · "evocative and striking ... revealing the subjects' private worlds
several European countries and
with respect and compassion."
her photos are includ~d in permaBums' presentation is part of
nent collections in more than 35
Central' s 1990 Reino Randall Art
museums.
Lecture Series.
Author of the book "Postures,"

Perhaps you heard them on April
11. outside the SUB during
lunchtime, or maybe you caught
their act April 6 in the Barto Hall
lounge for Harry B.'s nightclub.
You might have overheard various comments on campus such as
"They're great! Who are they?"
"I like them. They have a lot of
potential," Heidi Hedges said.
Who are they? The Blades.
Formed in the spring of 1989 by
Alan Cooper and David Hinch-

..

The Blades want to sharpen the scene

.

by GINA L. ZUKOSKI
Staff Writer.

liff, The Blades personnel list also
includes Aaron Hennings. on the
drums and Wayne Bliss on guitar.
Bliss and Hennings are currently on a leave of absence from
the band, so The Blades utilize
talents from substitutes.
The Blades cover a wide variety of music, emphasizing the
. classicsofthe'SOsand '60s, "with
an eartowards what's danceable,"
Hinchliff said. Along with older
material, they also include new,
more topical material by Tone
Loe, Billy Joel® and The Eagles.
The Blades hav~ no original
material in their set lists because
of a local lack of interest in original bands, according to Cooper
and Hinchliff.
"Originals just don't cut it in
Ellensburg," Cooper said. "In Seattle, it is a totally different story."
One element of this ensemble
is their approach to performing,
Hinchliff, a music-performance
minor specializing in guitar who
also handles the lead vocals, said.
Cooper, a music theory/com-

position major and flutist, plays
electric bass. Wayne Bliss, a bass:
player himself, plays guitar.
·
While they desire payment
when playing club dates, it is
secondary for Cooper and Hinchliff.
"The money's nice - but secondary," Hinchliff said. '~The
learning experience and the fun
of it all comes first."
The Blades will perform at The
Brick, a tavern in Roslyn, May
12, 19 and 26. They also want to
perform on campus at least once
more this quarter.
This summer the members of
The Blades will be living in Seattle and said they intend to perform there.
Both Cooper and Hinchliff cite
camaraderie and friendship as
their favorite aspect of the band.
"Working with the other guys
is most enjoyable," Hinchliff said.
"Everybody is mature, responsible and has fun together- it's
highly unusual but makes for the
nicest combination."
·~=··

..

! 4. Paula Abdul, Forever Your Girl
Source: Paul Grein, Billboard

Suzy Parker, Gannett News Service
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Students start their own dance
by MARLA PUGH
Staff Writer

For Central students who are
tired of the usual bar scene or
aren't old enough to be tired of it,
an alternative to the usual Friday
night entertainment is now available.
-Fridays at 9 p:m. at the Eagles
Lodge, students can dance to the
sounds of the Wildcat Dance
Party.
The dance features an alcoholfree bar and a large dance floor.
In the two weeks since it opened
the dance has been a success.
The idea of a weekly dance for
students was formulated by three
Centralstudents:LoriNelson, Tim
MackeyandScottAcker, whodescribe themselves as "Central
entrepreneurs."
Nelson said they saw a need for
a place all students could go even
if they weren't 21.
They originally tried to get
sanctioned by the university by
associating with BACCHUS, but
because the dance was going to be
off-campus, the club couldn't
sponsor it. This dido 't discourage
the group, however.
"People needed a new place to
dance." Nelson said. "Not everyone can go to the bars, and besides, the Best Western (lounge)
is too small to have a lot of people
dance."
Apparently,manypeople agree
with Nelson because the first week
approximately 250 people attended.
The-group hopes this figure will
double in the weeks to come.
"We've received a very positive reaction," Nelson said.
"People didn't leave the dance
floor."
Admission for students to the
dance is $1, which helps to pay
for rent of the hall and the music
equipment.
Jim Nylander and Mike Nelson
of Lucky Seven Productions provide the equipment for the dance
music and Tim Mackey acts as
disc jockey. The dance offers
mainly upbeat new dance music.

Liberty
11 1 E 5th

Poet/writer to visit Central
Poet and fiction writer Alex Kuo
will be at Central to give ·a free
reading and discussion of his works
next Thursday from 7-10 p.m. in
Randall 115.
Kuo, who taught and served as
chair of ethnics studies here at
Central in the early 1970s, recently
spent four months in China.
During this time, while he taught
in Beijing, Kuo wrote his collection of 32 short stories, "Between
the Lions."
Kuo was awarded the National
Endowment for the Arts Fiction
Fellowship in 1990. He now works
as a professor in the comparative
cultures program at Washington
State University:

;
Stacy Moore likes the alternative offered on Friday nights. (photo by Greg
Sparling)

• ;
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ART SHOW
Curtis Christman
Fine Art

+

Through the month of April
Open 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
12 - 4 p.m. Sundays

;

204 E. 4th

962-2375

HAoEWTHEFiNtsH
WITH ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

l

Cinemas

Blensburg

925-9511

Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
The Most Exciting Race In Europe ... The Tour De France!

$2.75 MATINEES
SHOWS STARTING BEFORE 6:00 PM
CHILDREN $2.00 •.MATINEE

As you race to the finish of the school yeasT
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINIStt"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these
great prizes:
GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER
An all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the
·
1990 Tour de France.

TEENAGE MUIANT
NINJA TIJRTLES

Buy APC,

Get A Bike FREE!
Buy any of our
qualifymg
desktop systems* at
a great student price,

FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS
A Raleigh Assault® or Finesse® All-Terrain Bike.
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pac~.
THIRD PRIZE-1,000 WINNERS
A sports water bottle.
To enter, just race over to the campus contact
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on
one of our featured desktop PCs. It just might be
the most rewarding test of your college career!

and _get a Raleigh
All-Terrain Bike

ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Now at:

Mike Lindell
963-8717
See us in the SUB, May 16

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN"'

ZINITNc
·- .

data systems .. 111
Groupe Bull
~·1

Form No. 1246

Page 11

HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990!
Graphics simulate Microsoft~ Windows, a product of Microsoft Corporation.
*Qualifying systems include Z-286 LP Model 20, Z-286 LP/12 Model 20, Z·286
LP/12 Model 40 when purchased with any z~nith Data Systems VGA Monitor.

•

t. 1990, Zenith Data ~vst~s
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For those of you about to shift into first gear •••
It's Thursday, and I am
entertaining thoughts of trekking
to that land called anywhere but ·
here! No offense to the town of
Ellensburg, but now and ever-sothen, a vacation from this Central
Washington mirage is way past
due for me. A gallop over to the
Emerald City is promptly scheduled with priority status.
First, I must prepare and gather
crucial belongings such as
laundry and textbooks (in case of
boredom). I then hand my
roommate housework assignments to do while I'm away and
load my truck with the necessities (my entire record collection
and stereo system).
Final adjustments are made to
my trusty pickup, including
filling it with propane (I'm
serious. My vehicle runs on
liquid propane gas. No joke!) and
making sure that I have any oil at
all.
I bid adieu to the Heart of
Washington State and blast off
on that main artery called

I'M WITH THEM

JAY
PULLIAM

~
SCENE
EDITOR
westbound 1-90. I am immediately confronted with some
maniacal corpuscle from Alaska
who, to add a little excitement to
his marathon drive, creates this
vendetta against me for having
joined him.
It eventually turns into a power
struggle because he maintains the
same speed as grandpa in the
other lane, thus creating this
impasse. His eyes glare at mine
in his rearview mirror. He
giggles it up.
Grandpa, being a kindly soul,
speeds up to let that Honda full
of beautiful beauties pass

through,
and ....... what? ....... beautiful
beauties? ........ Yeah!
Another way to kill the monotony of distance-driving is to pick
a pilot car to use as a point of
reference and familiarity. If the
occupants of the pilot car happen
to be attractive and responsive
members of the opposite sex, oh,
well then, s-t happens (choose
one: a. scat, b. swat, c. spot, d.
stet).
I hang on to the tail lights of the
beauties, leaving behind the motor
miscreant to.terrorize grandpa for
awhile.
The beauties successfully
weave through other blockades on
wheels leaving me with these
high-speed mazes. We're talkin'
an average speed of 78 mph. How
can they do it? Is this a habit?

and accelerating at 32 feet-persecond into the south fork of the
Snoqualmie River sets off my
rational thinking alarms. I shift
into neutral and reinstitute
breathing.
The Alaskan pulls ahead and
promptly rounds the comer into
the radar realm of terror. Grandpa
continues on, feigning ignorance
of the Alaskan' s plight.
But where...... where are they?
Ah, there, the Honda appears
starboard with a large, simple
message on a pink sheet of paper.
"North Bend. McD's."
Hmmm ...
Well, the moral to this story is
that it's nice to get out more often
and enjoy nature in its calm,
relaxing splendor and beauty ...
see ya.
(The dictionary is our friend.)

Where's the state patrol?
My poor, faithful pickup is
marcescent in the chase, but for
how long? The Snoqualmie
Summit approaches. The engine
screams, and the pedal is floored
as we ascend.
Looking around, I notice that
I've got the beauties in front,
grandpa on my side, and the
Alaskan from hell behind me with
a hungry look in his headlights.
I'm trapped. Vulnerable. Wet.
At the summit, it's a free-forall. At 82 mph, I notice that
grandpa and Mr. Baked Alaska
are alongside me. Is this normal?
When did I-90 become an
autobahn? Am I goin-g to die? Am
I related to Dan Quayle? Where
are the beauties? Where are the
beauties?
Fear of breaking the guardrail

<Windy Cay
Chat n' Curl
"Cry-Baby" 7 pm daily w/ 1 and
2:40 pm matinee Sat & Sun
{stars Johnny Depp &Traci Lords)
"Glory" 4:30 & 9 pm daily .

*
**

*
*
*
* * * * * * * * * * *
LAST DAY FOR:
"Nuns On The Run" 5 & 7 pm
"Fltzcarraldo" 9 pm

301 N. Pine
925-6574

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

10%
off
hairstyle
&
products

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BERNl~El

410 S. Pearl

925-5942

May Basket Sale

Pick aflower and save 10% - 30%
Patterns, Fabrics, and Notions

•
Will the computer you need to

•••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

•RIBB-UN-CLUB
•
Buy any 6 typewriter or printer ribbons within 1 year
Receive 7th one

FREE
-

S1h & Pine

925-4500

succeed in tlie real world and a
chance to use it there.
It~ l';L\\ lust tn our Re:tl \\(>rid llemoon a \lacill!osh·
computl'r t<; l;nter . ~1pb Real \\i>rld S\\"eepstakes.
If~11u .1l' one of l-1 Cram! Prize winners. you.II get to
s1x·11d a Wl'ek this summer at the organization of your choice
listl'd hel1l\\: wherl' \OLi"ll see \lacintosh computers hard at
work. :\11d \\hen y<iu get home. you can use mur 0\\11 new
\laci11tosh SE .;o to \\Tile your resume and follow-up letters.
There\\ 111 also he 20 First Pnze \\ 111ners who \\"Ill
l'l'Cl'l\l' \lacmtosh SE computers a11d l.000 Second Pnze
\\ 11111l'rs \\ho\\ 111 get Apple~ 'hhrrt\

)(iu 1\•alh can.t lose ihou coml' in a11d gl't 1our
hamb 011 a \lacintosh todar Because oncl' rnu do.rnu 11
see how e:L'Y it is to use and how much rnll'.could d;> liir
mu now
· fou.11 appreciate the \:tlue ofa \lacintosh computer
after you lea\·e c;unpus and head out into thl' real \rnrld.
too. But don·t take our \rnnl fi>r it. Coml' ill a11d tn a
\lacmtosh and see tor 1ourselt Arni ii \Oll
\\ m the Grand Pnze. ~(iu II he seemg the •
real world sooner th:m \OU think
~

Enter Apple's Real World ~eepstakes and ~ou could win aweek at r,r·jj
one of lliese leading organiz.ations and a Macintosh computer. ---~,:_-' :}·,;,·.:_;;;,;::i"~ Di°:

The 5th Dinner Theatre

Enter April 23rd-May 11th at the
University Store
See 1our Campu' Compuler Kesdltr t(1r Sweepstakes Rules and Regulalion:-.
c llJl.M I -~ ~~· 1.11111prnt·r 111~

'rrk·_ 1h: -\ppk h~c1. and \\arn111N1 .m· R'J.:l!->ll'rt.'tl iratkimrk.' 1A ..\fl1k· 1m1pull'r l!K.

Apple's Real Workj Sweepstakes
Win a week at one of these outstanding organizations
ABC News lnlerActive

Apple Compuler, Inc.

P:rxJ.;cficr. (Jll,1ff.lf.tc.."f1~1:1 Vi.:>?o [>1~.Jrs r~., & ....-;olS

Compl.Jl'f Markefing aro M<t"lar;temenf

BBDO

American Express Publishing Corporation

Aa~~ .:1 ,~ Apercy

·';,cm'TlU~CJ!IOns . Pt.bl1Sn,,,~

Ben & Jerry's Homemade, Inc.
Mat$t @lin~

RUN FOR YOUR WIFE
CWU Student Pizza Nights • May ~ 0 and 17

By Ray Cooney
Tow er Theatre
Dinner Nights • May 11, 12 and 18, 19
Serving time 6:30
Curtain 8:00
Advance ticket sales only, at: Samuelson Union Building,
Shapiro's, in the Plaza and the Downtown Pharmacy

Claris Corporaion

c.irrrriur.c::ifioos. Finan(.'(;I

i-ff]n Tt?Cf"ir1dogy Marketing, S0ftl'l·a,·e

N<iional Foun daion
tor the lmpr1N91Tle111 of Educalion

Cornell University Medical College
MEM1c~

Et21caro1 ¥ia Rf?ISeclrcn

Ex1s
A Technoiogy Firm ol KPMG Peel Marwick

E~>.caftfYI Comnk.n1c~on aoo ~lltl~ucc~

E..xea:tive ldafTlatcn .s. 0~ 1<¥1 ~...()p(n St'f ffffl :- .1.!.i.'h1~(J11;flf

The Guthrie Thealer
Arts

M;VW]~tr~f

Steed Hanmond Paul
A1cnt!@O.Jre .~,m

National Library of Medicine (NIH)
(«n(Juflft SCien~.

Meac1ne, &ctocnnO(J)y

Grd.{Jnt•:~
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John Philip Sousa and big bandjau to be performed tonight in Hertz
A celebration of All-American
music from the marches of John
Philip Sousa to big band swing is
in store tonight when Central puts
two bands on the Hertz Recital
Hall stage.
Lany Gookin's top-rated wind
ensemble will open the program
with 45 minutes of music from the
Sousa era. The mini-concert will
open with "The Star-Spangled
Banner." Soloists Linda Marra,
mezzo-soprano, and Hal Ott on
flute will be featured.
Gookin said the concert will
also feature a flute-tuba duo
called"The Whistler And His
Dog," which includes other band
members barking and whistling in

the background.
Central' s "varsity" jazz band,
directed by "Coach" John
Moawad, will presentthe big-band
styles of Tommy Dorsey, Benny
Goodman, Glenn Miller, Woody
Herman, Count Basie and Duke
Ellington.
"The essence of jazz is that the
music is exuberant, exciting and
spontaneous," Mo awad said. "It's
got to swing and make you want to
dance."
Central senior Christina
Lehmann will sing a tune or two
with the big band.
The concert is a benefit to provide scholarship funds for CWU
music students.

The Swingtones

All CWU Performers : ~~
">

(v'

rr-~r::/;:;:.
lf . ., ~~

~

~~ l~s\~/ ,)

I.,.-~\ •V\

-0 )
Tickets: $5
A va 1•1 a bl e a t :

n-.JL if

I
... 1~,,,1 0 '{/

~

).4

Jerrols, Berrys, Shoes Unlimited;
Mt. High Sports, Best Western,
Pine St. Music, Youth Services.
(Discount tickets available
through dorms)
·

.

THE BUCKBOARD

BIG BAND SWING
· HOT JAZZ

May 12, 8-10:30
1407 North B (CMA)

--

A musical duo between Rissa Grove, piccolo, and Chris Poole, tuba, is one aspect of .tonight's All-American
concert. (photo by Christopher Stone)
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========~------ f.f.o...
Hi, I'm back ••• and The King is still dead
M IKE

to the world at large, but also to get me out
of their hair so I would stop making fun of
their clothes.
Unfortunately, The Observer was a wee
bit short on funds for this fact-finding
mission, since the newspaper has considerably less actual funds than even poor
Columnist
elementary school teachers who pay
massive alimony and child support bills to
ungrateful ex-spouses and kids who will go
For those of you who wondered or even
to college and never call until they need
actually cared why this column didn't run
money for tuition and illicit drugs.
in the paper last week, I now have the
So, in an effort to raise adequate funds to
"official" explanation.
send me away, we found ourselves searchThe editorial board (or bored) of The
ing faculty parking lots and - lo and
Observer decided that it was time to send
behold - came up with 63 cents and a
me "On Assignment." This was necessary
couple of bottle caps, which I traded to The
not only to find a really good story that
w~uld entice students and give them insight Observer scene editor Jay Pulliam for a

B USH
~

~~

ACROSS
1 Bring into
agreement
6 Military student
11 Vipers
12 Large cat
14 Citrus fruit
15 Wooden float
17 A state: abbr.
18 Ref's
counterpart
19 Female horses
20 Chart
21 Pa's partner
22 Polishes
23 Apportion
24 Gratifies
26 Anguish: poetic
27 The sweetsop
28 Roman
statesman
29 More sagacious

31 Mourns
greatly
34 River in
Germany
35 Wearies
36 Latin
conjunction
37 Crimson
38 Algonquian
Indians
39 In favor of
40 Every half year:
abbr.
41 Rodent
42 Prophet
43 Joints
45 Spin
47 Fastens
48 Trap

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle
7
8
9
10
11

3 ODE
4 Compass
point
5 Eludes
6 Evolves

DOWN
1 Beast
2 Lantern
6

7

8

9

10
13

12
17

13
16
19
20
22
23
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
38
39
41

37

40
43

44
47

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Non Compos Mentis

42
44
46

High cards
A state: abbr .
Spanish article
Vegetable
Drop down
abruptly
Heavy drinker
War god
Covetous
person
Fruit
Liquid
Specks
Mollified
Titles of respect
Callings
Less good
Standards of
perfection·
Falsehoods
Cylindrical
Accumulate
Support
Hood
Fruit
Extinct
flightless
bird
Music: as
written
Exist
Attached to

quarter.
This gave me just enough cash to send
me to the far reaches of Happy's Market
where I found that - brace yourself:
Elvis is alive and well and preaching the
gospel in Bolivia.
Honest.
The headline of the The Star reads "Elvis
is Alive! He Performs Miracles in Leper
Colony!"
According to the story, Elvis has decided
to carry on the work of God. He's down
there, in some insect-ridden town the size
of a dime, helping diseased people. The
person who broke this world-shaking story
even went so far as to say that Elvis had
healed his gall bladder or some other such
organ.
This would be all fine and well, except
for that persistent rumor that keeps
pestering all of us who didn't get most of
our education from a bowl of alphabet
soup. Namely: EL VIS HAS BEEN DEAD
SINCE 1977.
This could seriously hamper his preaching abilities.
Ever since the demise of the King of
Rock'n'Roll, books and magazines and the
oh-so-reliable supermarket-line tabloids,
which routinely run stories about UFO
babies being born to Catholic nuns, have,
like giant literary leeches, sucked onto the
belief that he's still alive.
They have not only run stories but have
also printed wonderfully blurry "actual"
photos of a large fat man wearing highcollared shirts and sideburns reaching to his
waist. Invariably, below these photographs
are statements from respected Elvis experts
who are quoted as saying "Yup, these are
the real McCoy all right - No doubt about
it!"
The Star is no different. On the front
page, readers are treated to a photo of a
white.:haired "King" holding his hands in a
mock-Jesus pose, in the process of healing
Bolivianos who find it difficult to keep
vital body parts connected to other vital
parts. This is apparently the way with
lepers.
Now, if you were one of those people
who believe everything you .read and need
detailed step-by-step instructions to use a
spoon, you might think to yourself, "Yeah!
Maybe Elvis is alive and treating the sick in
a remote village without plumbing in a
drug-smuggling South American nation.
Yeah! Maybe he did fake his own death
even though upwards of 93 bizillion people
saw him lying in a casket. Yeah! maybe

there is a Santa Claus!! And a tooth fairy!!
And I'm Napoleon!!! Yeah!!!"
Stop it already!
I've got some bad news for you people.
Elvis Presley is dead. Honest, I know this
to be true.
If you don't believe me, then ask
yourself this: Why would he want to be
alive? If I was him, I'd try to do myself in
with drugs too.
Look at the man's life. When he started
out in music, he was the toughest thing to
ever hit the entertainment scene. He had the
hair, he had the voice and he had the hipswivel that made women of all ages
absolutely lose all control of bodily
functions and pass out in dense crowds
only to get crushed under the weight of
other unconscious women whose minds
had temporarily gone on hold after seeing
the boy wonder of be-bop strut his stuff.
After the average Elvis concert, workers
would consistently have to cart off the
flattened carcasses of multitudes of awestruck female forms.
Men reacted no better. Everywhere you
went, you would see men with enough oil
in their hair to drown an Exxon executive
and they all insisted on growing those
hideous sideburns that looked as if some
furry woodland creature had gotten a firm
grip on their cheekbones.
As we all know, this made these men just
about as attractive as a pit bull on fire, so
you can see how The King affected people.
But as time went on, he seemed to lose it.
He got fat. He wore sequined jumpsuits.
He owned belt buckles that could, if
equipped with wheels, be used to cart
several hundred third-graders off to school.
He recorded songs written by Mac Davis.
Truly, this was a man whose life was
thrust into the urinal.
I believe that, one day, Elvis took a look
at himself in the mirror, saw what a
complete dork he had turned into, saw that
people were actually looking up to him,
saw his best friends calling him "The
King," and said to himself, "Man, I need to
hang out with a different crowd."
But, upon seeing that the rest of the
world was also acting with idiocy over him,
he decided to do himself in.
All he needed was one person - one
person who could've sat down with him,
made him wear jeans, made him lose
weight, made him tell Mac Davis to take a.
hike back to "The Ghetto."
I could've been that person. I could've
saved Elvis. I could've been the one to put
the "Hound Dog" back into The King.
If only he would've called...

Puzzle solution page 16
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''Look what I got from the cafeteria-- and
it's still warm."
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Tennis teams:
Central hosts
weekend
district meet

Easy rider:
Freshn1an
on cycling's
fast track

by PHIL HOFFMAN
by GARY GUENTHER

Sports Editor

Staff Writer

Many amateur cyclists dream of
competing in the Tour de France,
and Central's Todd Mason is working to make that dream a reality.
Mason, a 19-year-old freshman
from Ellensburg, is a member of the
United States Cycling Federation
and competes in criterion and road
racing.
While most students relax on
weekends, Mason travels around
the state competing in USCF-sanctioned events, working on his dream.
"I would love to race professionally," Mason said, "but it takes a lot
of time and effort to get to that level
and being in school makes it that
much harder."
Besides his school work load,
Mason maintains a rigorous training schedule after class each day.
He rides from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
"I try to ride between three and
four hours a day, six days a week,"
Mason said. "It's about 400 miles a
week."
Mason admits it's hard to stay
motivated at times.
"It's not too fun to train when the
weather is bad," he said, "and the
(Ellensburg) wind can be a real
drag."
Mason recently advanced to category three of the USCF. The USCF
divides its racers into four categories, with four being the lowest and
one being Olympic caliber. He did
it quickly, in only two weekends.
"When you get to category two,
you usually will get sponsored by
someone," Mason said.
Mason said that being sponsored
can make a cyclist's life considerably easier. According to Mason,
unsponsored riders must pay for
their own food and traveling ex"'"
. ·,penses. This is something cyclists
learn to live with .
"It can get very expensive,"
Mason said, " but you try to scrape
by as much as you can."
Mason said a person need not
spend a lot of money to break into
the sport.
"You don't need a $2,000 bike to
race," Mason said. "There are a lot
of people on this campus who could
race if they just gave it a chance."
Although cycling is Mason's passion, school isn't forgotten.
"I pour a lot of energy and emotion into biking, but school is my
priority," said Mason, who earned a
president's academic scholarship to
Central.
Mason knows reaching his goal
of racing in the Tour de France is a
long shot, but he maintains an optimistic attitude.
"The Tour de France is four steps
above the Olympics, it's professional," Mason said. "It is so incredibly difficult, but I would like
to do that.'

Cen~ral i.s counti~g on Andy Hoey's consistent pitching to carry th( team into the district tournament.
(Umvers1ty Relations photo)
I

Hoey sets pitching· mark
as 'Cats.· pray for playoffs
by GARY GUENTHER and

PHIL HOFFMAN
Staff Writers

The Central baseball team kept
its playoff chances alive after
sweeping a doubleheader from the
University of Puget Sound 3-0 and
5-3 at Tomlinson Field Sunday.
Although Central is 10-20 on the
season, it is 6-2 in district and tied
with Whitworth for the district lead.
Central hosted Pacific Lutheran
University yesterday in a single
game· and, if victorious over PLU
and winless Whitman on May 8 in
Walla Walla, Central will host the
best-of-three district playoff series
against Whitworth next weekend.
If PLU is victorious, however, it
will travel to Spokane for the series
with Whitworth.
The 'Cats will host Eastern Washington University tomorrow and
Lewis-Clark State on Monday. Both

doubleheaders start at 1 p.m.
In the opener against UPS the
'Cats were led by the strong arm of
Jeff Pepper," who fired a one-hit
shutout, the second of his career.
Pepper, who one-hit PLU last
season, whiffed nine batters and
walked ~ne.
,
.
A two-out double in the first
inning by Mike Follett was the only
hit the Loggers could muster.
Central jumped on top in the
bottom of third when Kris Sagmoen
hit an RBI triple and then scored on
a wild pitch. The 'Cats added one
more run in the sixth to seal the win.
In the second game Central took
a 5-0 lead, sparked by Tom
Magruder's two-run double in the
first inning and Jamie Kamacho's
two-run homer in the second.
Andy Hoey pitched six innings
for the 'Cats and allowed just five
hits.
Hoey' s victory ran his season rec-

ord to 4-3, but his string of innings
without giving up an earned run
was halted at 27 1/3 innings. Hoey
broke Dave Heaverlo's record of
25 consecutive innings without
giving up an earned run.
Heaverlo, a former majorleaguer, set his record in 1972 and
did not give up a run in his streak,
while Hoey gave up six.
Despite CWU' s 7.94 earned run
average and 1.80 ERA in eight
district games, Central coach Ken
Wilson was happy.
"Hoey and Pepper threw well,"
Wilson said. "Ferguson is pitch-:
ing real well in relief for us."
Dave Herrick went 4-6 batting
in the doubleheader. He leads the
team with a .325 average and 16
RBI and is also tied for the team
lead in home runs and walks.
"Our hitters are coming around,
and this is the time when we need
to be hitting well," Wilson said.

The Central men's and women's
tennis teams finished the regular
season last weekend in the final
match before they host the NAIA
District 1 men's and women's championships tomorrow.
Due to the wind and poor conditions, both coaches agreed to play
the doubles matches in an eightgame, pro-set format, as opposed to
the standard best-of-three system.
The men defeated Yakima Valley Community College 8-1 on
Saturday, but dropped a tough 5-4
decision to Green River Community College on Sunday.
The Lady 'Cats blanked the Lady
Indians 6-0 and received solid efforts from their No. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6
singles players, who all won in
straight-set fashion before dbubles
play began.
In doubles action, Central's Sally
Muyskens and Nancy Agner
blanked their opponents 8-0, while
Nancy Cole and Jill Nelson won the
second doubles match 8-3.
The victory snapped an eightmatch losing streak for the women
who completed the season with a 4~
14 dual meet record.
Nelson, with a 9-9 record at No. 1
singles, is the leading player for the
Lady 'Cats heading into the district
tournament.
The men defeated YVCC 8-1 on
Saturday, but dropped a tough 5-4
decision to Green Riveron Sunday.
Senior No. 1 Rob Davis paced the
'Cats with a straight-set singles victory in a closely-contested baseline
match.
The second doubles tandem of
Erich Bolz and Bob Strickland led
the 'Cats' doubles sweep by scalping the Indians 8-1.
Although the 'Cats dropped a
close match to GRCC, Davis, Strickland and Bolz produced wins at No.
1, 2 and 3 singles respectively.
"I'm really playing well right
now," Bolz said. "I just hope I can
continue to play consistent through
the district tournament."
Strickland and Bolz also won in
straight-sets at second doubles for
the 'Cats.
Central finished the season with a
9-14 dual meet record.
The 'Cats are looking forward to
the district tournament, to be played
here this Friday, Saturday and
Sunday on the courts next to
Nicholson Pavilion and at
Ellensburg High School.
According to Davis, who led the
team with a 13-13 record, the 'Cats
are ready for district play and he
hopes to show well at the tourney.
"The quarterfinals are a realistic
goal," Davis said. "At that point I
would face a higher seed."
"If people are interested in highlevel tennis, there should be a lot of
good action out there," Davis said.
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Central golf team
out to defend title

Phillips, Baker qualify for
national meet; track team eyes
district meet in Bellingham ..

by SHANNON DOWNS

by CHRIS AMES

Staff Writer

Central golfers battled the elements and finished ninth in a 12team field at the Western Washington Invitational in Bellingham
last weekend.
"It was rainy and windy the
first day," Central coach Frank
Crimp said. "The weather is not
an excuse for how we played."
Individually, none of Central' s
golfers finished in the top 10.
Jeff Kent braved the weather
and finished with a two-day total
of 160 to lead the team in what
was Central' s worst showing of
the season.
Scot Ramsay finished one shot
back with an 82 and a 79 for a 161
total.
As for other Central golfers,
Mike O'Keefe carded an 89 and
an 87 for a 176, Glenn Lambert
finished at 179 with rounds of 88
and 91, and Marc Hughes shot

rounds of 90 and 93 for a 183 .
"In the game of golf, it's al ways the
person playing against the golf course,
not team against team," Crimp said.
Tacoma Community College won
the team title. Four community college teams finished ahead of Central.
Central is idle until May 10 when it
opens defense of its NAIA District 1
title. The 54-hole tournament, hosted
by Pacific Lutheran University, will
be played at Spanaway Lake Golf
Club in Tacoma.
Kent leads the team with a 77 .8
average and Ramsay is second with an
80.1 average.
"They'll play better at district because _they're more motivated for it,"
Crimp said. "They all want to go to
natfonals."
The tournament begins with two
18-hole rounds on Thursday. The third
round will be played on Friday.
The team champion and individual
medalist will qualify for the· NAIA
national tournament May 29-June 1 at
Angola, Ind.

Staff Writer

Competing in CWU' s only home
track meet of the year, two CWU
athletes qualified for the national
track meet and four district-qualifying mark~ were posted.
Seven teams competed in the nonteam scoring event.
Keith Baker qualified for nationals by winning the 110-meter high
hurdles in 14.4 seconds, the second
fastest time in school history. John
Kirry ran a 14.3 in 1969.
David Phillips tossed the discus
167-0, nine feet better than the national standard.
James Mitchell, Paul Pedersen,
Kenny Thompson and Richard Maib
also recorded victories forthe Wildcat men.
Mitchell won the 100-meterdash,
Pedersen won the javelin event,
Thompson took the high jump and
Maib won the pole vault.

Mitchell teamed with Mark
Ward, Brian Meyer, and Baker
to win the men's 400-meter
relay team.
Ron Olson missed the national standard in the triple jump
by just four inches with a leap
of 48-3 1/4, the fifth best mark
in school history.
The CWU women's team
won three events.
Kelli Lambert continued her
winning ways by taking two
events, the 200 and 400-meter
runs.
Mikki Bergman captured the
100-meter race with a time of
12.5.
Saturday, the ~rack team will
travel to Spokane for the
Spokane Community College
Invitational in the final regularseason meet before the NAIA
District 1 championships May
11-12 at Western Washington
University.

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES
from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. 1-602-838-8885 Ext. 4610
SPEND YOUR SUMMER ON A
RANCH! Flying Horseshoe Ranch
is hiring counselors, wranglers and
cooks. Share your enthusiasm,
horsemanship and high moral standards with children 7-15. Private
resident camp 25 miles NW of
Ellensburg. Excellent experience
for ed., p.e. orleisure services majors. Salary plus room & board for
11-week season. Call Penny Blackburn at 1-674-2366.
ATTENTION
EARN
MONEY READING BOOKS!
$32,000/yr income potential. Details: 1-602-838-8885.
SUMMER CAMP STAFF: counselors, unit directors, cooks and
swim instructors for Camp Killoqua, June 15 -August 24. Call 1206-355-9734.
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER
JOB? Do you like to travel & meet
people? I need help in my food
concession trailer. Salary plus room
& board. 962-2524.

©1990AT&T

WANTED - TICKETS FOR
GRADUATION. Need 8, can purchase if necessary. 925-6514, leave
message.

IMPROVE

ATTENTION POSTAL
JOBS! Start $11.41/hour. For
application info call 1-602-8388885 Ext. M-4610, 6 ~.m. to 10
p.m., 7 days.

YOUR

COMMUNICATION
SKILLS.

Yakima Summer Employment/
Internship - Seeking business,
finance, marketing andliberal arts
majors for summer part-time employment and internship. Insurance,
financial planning, investments
. (sales). Call 1-509-457-1660.
RANCH HAND WANTED - If
you are self-motivated and honest,
with farm work experience including irrigating, farm machinery
operation and repair, general building maintenance and repair, we need
you for part-time spring work and
full-time summer work. Call Flying
Horseshoe Ranch (private, independent children's summer camp
near Cle Elum) 1-674-2366.
THINKING OFTAKING SOME
TIME OFF FROM SCHOOL?
We need MOTHER'S HELPERS/
NANNIES. We have prescreened
families to suit you. Live in exciting
New York City suburbs. We are
established since 1984 and have a
strong support network. 1-800-222XTRA.

PUZZLE SOLUTION
An Jff&r wrd helps you communicate better, because you can use it to call from all
kinds of places. Like a friend's, or a pay phone, or out on the road. Yo~ do~t eve~ nee? to
have a phone in your name to get one. And every month you get an lteIIllzed bill statmg
where and when you used the card.
___
To apply for the Jff&T wrd, call us at
1800 525-=7955, Ext. 630.
~·-.
Now, if only it were that easyto improve
The nght choice.
your grade point average.

AT°aT

I

